
STAIR CLADDING 
MANUFACTERING & 
STAIR RENOVATION



TAKING THE 
EXTRA STEP

Staircase renovation is sheer 
craftsmanship. The power of taking 
the extra step is in the details. And in 
innovative solutions applied by dedicated 
fitters. VICstairs has sprung from the 
brain of true staircase lovers. The result: 
unique stair treads made out of one 
piece, seamless and profile-free. For 
staircases where each step is perfect, 
from the bottom to the top.



Ultimate interior unity
Spaces in a home or office are increasingly 
drawn together. Partly due to the enormous 
increase in the popularity of transparent doors, 
a lot of attention is being paid to the entrance 
area, including the staircase. The floor of the 
living room often starts in the hallway and 
also in offices more unity in the interior is 
created. VICstairs makes it possible to finish 
the staircase with exactly the same material 
and in the same color. Without ugly strips 
and dangerous aluminum edges, and without 
the noise of laminate or wood. This way the 
staircase seamlessly connects to today’s high 
living standards and safety requirements.

A new field
Our patented system speeds things up 
enormously. Where a staircase fitter often 
spends two days with other systems, with 
VICstairs things are done in one day. The 
staircase is made with LVT all around, including 
the nose. Strong, seamless, and profile-free. It 
can be sawn out and glued in one go.

Kick of the seamless click
Ugly strips. Aluminum edges. Auch! Yes, those 
really feel like a kick in the behind for lovers of 
high-quality staircase renovation. Unfortunately, 
we’re still seeing a lot of staircases that have 
been finished with these types of subterfuges. 
At VICstairs we wrecked our brains trying to 
come up with a solution that matches the high 

demands of the staircase fitter and today’s 
interior demands. The result: unique stair treads 
made out of one piece. Strong, seamless, and 
profile-free. For staircases with perfect stairs, 
from the bottom to the top..

New in your portfolio
Don’t have a staircase fitter of your own or in 
your network? We have trained experienced 
craftsmen throughout the country, who you can 
hire as freelancers. This way, you can easily add 
a new area of expertise to your portfolio.

LVT, it’s meant to be
Thirty years ago, we used to do a lot of 
upholstery and carpeting, which subsequently 
was replaced with wood and laminate. The 
update that is currently setting trends: powerful 
and durable LVT. Leading floor manufacturers 
are fully aimed at it. You can use LVT in all sorts 
of ways: from living room to kitchen and from 
herringbone to solid oak. The same look can be 
applied to the stairs with VICstairs. Stylish and 
wear-resistant. Sound-absorbent, moisture-
resistant and safe. We offer no less than 15(!) 
year guarantee on it, from the bottom all the 
way to the top of the stairs.



OUR 
COLLECTIONS

The collections of VICstairs are composed 
in cocreation with leading partners. This 
way the LVT is processed on the staircase 
in the most beautiful way possible. Our 
staircase specialists are happy to go 
through the collection with you.



Chatillon Oak 
Natural

Black
Marble

Honey Elegant 
Oak

Patina Concrete 
Light Grey

Rock Medium
Grey

Rock Dark
Grey

Rock 
Anthracite

Chatillon Oak 
Beige

Charcoal 
Concrete

Natural Rustic 
Pine

Chatillon Oak 
Brown

Charcoal Solid 
Oak

White Giant 
Oak

Forest Oak 
Pistachio Shell

White Raw
Timber

Forest Oak 
Natural

Grey Raw
Timber

Whitened 
Oak

Forest Oak 
Nutmeg

Brown Raw
Timber

Natural
Concrete

Deep Country
Oak



STRONGEST, 
SAFEST AND BEST 
STAIR TREAD

The LVT VICstairs uses for its 
staircase covering is project 
appropriate. The material is provided 
with a thick, transparent, and wear-
resistant protection layer for easier 
maintenance and a longer lifespan. 
It is with good reason why we offer 
a 15-year guarantee on our stair 
treads.

Placed within one day, also covering glue residue and old staircases

Decors also available in flooring

Manufactured and available from stock in the Netherlands

Solution for the increasing customer demand for flexible, quiet, and 
easy floor and staircase covering

Safe staircase with anti-slip



WHY VICSTAIRS

With a staircase, the finishing literally shows itself 
from all sides. Ugly strips and aluminum edges 
not only are a thorn in the flesh, they’re also very 
dangerous. With VICstairs the staircase will shine 
from top to bottom and from front to back. Perfectly 
finished to the very last details.

THE MOST 
ATTRACTIVE SYSTEM 
FOR THE STAIRCASE

Design & innovatie Reliability & quality Durable & convinient

Splendid wood, stone, and 
concrete-look colours

Natural carving and matte top layer

Leading in design and home 
fashion

Lifelike

Delivery reliability: conceived and 
manufactured in the Netherlands

Proven wear-resistant top layer 
for long-lasting beautiful stair 
coverings

High dimensional stability, so 
dimensionally stable

Produced with 100% green power

Safest LVT and patented in Europa

Recyclable

Easy cleaning and maintenance



It is our pleasure to discuss 
the possibilities of VICstairs in 
your portfolio. This way you add 
valuable, specific craftsmanship 
and you meet the growing 
demand for staircase renovation.

YOUR SPECIALIST 
IS READY 
FOR YOU!

vicstairs.co.uk
mail@vicstairs.nl
T +31 (0)41 674 20 09 

VICstairs B.V.
Sluisweg 1
5145 PE Waalwijk
Nederland

Opening hours
Monday - Friday 
8am to 5pm

vicstairs.co.uk


